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Abstract: Startups are conquering relevant space in the market. This way to make entrepreneurship has singular
features, such as resource limitations and extreme uncertain environment. In this context, using auxiliary tools
for managing the business and technology can be potentially helpful. There are many tools for managing product
development in large companies. These tools are not immediately applicable when greater agility is required, as in
startups. Thus, the purpose of this article is to analyze the use of roadmapping in the context of digital entrepreneurship
and to describe factors that may be considered essential for the success or failure of implementation. The methodology
in this paper was multiple cases of studies involving interviews with three entrepreneurs of different startups.
After analyzing and comparing the data and contextualizing them in theory, four main factors affecting the use of
roadmapping in startups were found: lack of theoretical knowledge, the specific moment of the startup in its life
cycle, team involvement with roadmapping process and methods associated with roadmapping. These factors are
debated, difficulties are shown and comments about method implementation are described.
Keywords: adaptation of methods, digital entrepreneurship, product development management, roadmapping, startup.

1. Introduction
Startups have become relevant among academics and
professionals in many areas, as these ventures present
specific conditions in their creation and in their economic
impact. According to Ries (2011, p. 24), “[...] a startup
is a human institution projected to create new products
and services under conditions of extreme uncertainty”.
Estimates have shown that, in July 2018, there were
approximately 62 thousand entrepreneurs and 6 thousand
startups in Brazil, representing an increase of more than 50%
compared to the previous six years (Brito, 2018). Because
of resource constraints and the risk of innovating, which
are part of the business concept, startups face challenges to
remain in the market and achieve significant growth (Meyer,
2012). These factors have shown that project management,
resource allocation and decision-making need to be carried
out competently (Souza et al., 2018).
Digital entrepreneurship (DE) may be defined as a
process for creating digital startups either as a new business
or a business within an established company (Zaheer et al.,
2019). DE has gone through three phases, the third
consisting of a combination of agile software development
methods with strong experimentation and interaction
processes. This phase broadened the study of classical
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topics in entrepreneurship by applying methods such as
the lean startup (Zaheer et al., 2019). DE is currently in its
fourth phase and growing relevance. DE demands welladapted methods, which traditional schools have failed to
provide (Blank, 2013). So, there is an opportunity to adapt
methods that can potentially support startup development.
For example, methods typically used in fields like new
product development and technology management (e.g.
Roadmapping and Quality Function Deployment - QFD).
However, some of these methods have arisen within large
companies. Roadmapping is an example and as such needs to
be adjusted so that it may be applied to agile environments,
considering that any method is a product of its context
with its potential and limitations (Cheng, 2003). There is
a growing initiative to adapt tools from other contexts into
digital entrepreneurship, an example being QFD. This is a
robust method (Bouchereau & Rowlands, 2000) not adapted
to DE if applied according to the context in which it was
created; nevertheless, it has already been adapted to the
context of DE (Armellini et al., 2017; Souza et al., 2017).
On the Roadmapping side, some authors have developed
ways to combine agility principles to roadmapping, thereby
increasing its adaptability (Carlos et al., 2018; Souza, 2018).
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According to Carlos et al. (2018), most roadmapping
users find it difficult to keep roadmaps updated, which
results in failure of the method in situations that differ from
typical implementations in midsized and major companies.
Carvalho et al. (2013) have underlined the lack of evidence
demonstrating successful implementation of roadmapping
in small companies. Furthermore, studies that reported
successful implementations of this process have flaws in
their methods, casting doubt on their results. Factors limiting
the use of roadmapping, therefore, remain neglected, which
may affect future uses of this method.
To foster Roadmapping diffusion and adaptation to DE
environment, the following case study aims to identify
factors associated with success or failure of continued
implementation of roadmapping in the context of digital
entrepreneurship. A multiple case study was undertaken
involving three information technology startups.
After analyzing and comparing the interviews and
contextualizing them in theory, four main factors affecting
the use of roadmapping in digital startups were found:
i) lack of theoretical knowledge; ii) the specific moment
of the startup in its life cycle; iii) team involvement
with roadmapping; and iv) methods associated with
roadmapping. These factors are debated, difficulties are
shown and comments about implementation of the method
are described.

2. Review of the literature
2.1. Roadmapping
Roadmapping is a product development management
(PMD) method and technique, comprising the set of
planning, organization and decision activities and tasks to
attain successful results (Cheng & Melo Filho, 2013).
According to those authors, roadmapping is defined as a
flexible method to support PMD at a strategic level, aiming
to integrate markets, products and technology over time.
Phaal et al. (2004a) has stated that the method is unique
because of its adaptability and flexibility.
According to Oliveira et al. (2012), roadmapping has
been used successfully by large traditional companies to
identify, define and map innovative strategies, objectives
and actions. The tangible result of this process is a roadmap,
a map that integrates and aligns different perspectives from
several organizational areas and organizes information
more clearly to explain the innovation context effectively.
Phaal et al. (2010) has defined a roadmap as a structured
visual framework, used to support the definition of
innovation and strategy process, recognized by its potential
to be integrated into other strategy and innovation tools.
One of the most iconic differences between roadmapping
and other innovation management tools is the arrangement of
axes in the roadmap - the result of the process - as shown in
Figure 1. The “x” axis is time and the “y” axis is divided into

Figure 1. Roadmap example. Source: Oliveira et al. (2012, p. 9).
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Figure 2. The T-Plan roadmapping process. Source: adapted by Oliveira et al. (2012).

layers according to the purpose of the application (Phaal &
Muller, 2009) such as market, products or technology layers.
According to Oliveira et al. (2012), the T-Plan is an
approach to roadmapping. It may be a fast start to implement
this method in organizations. The T-Plan process may be
divided into four workshops (Figure 2), preceded by a plan.
Customization during the planning phase may be required to
adapt the method to a given organizational context: roadmap
architecture questions, stakeholders, available resources,
and other demands can be defined here. Four workshops
(market, product, technology and roadmap construction)
are then undertaken.

2.2. Roadmapping in agile environments
According to Phaal et al. (2004b, 2006), roadmapping
has been used in a wide range of applications because of its
graphic possibilities and the range of objectives to which it
can be applied to support organizations.
Several roadmapping case studies have shown
applications beyond traditional uses, as described by Souza
(2018), such as its use with agile management methodology
(SCRUM).
Carlos et al. (2018) have successfully proposed a
continuous roadmapping update approach based on agile
principles. Roadmapping, therefore, may be integrated
into daily business process tasks to yield continuity in the
method of an organization.
Some barriers and success factors can be mentioned in
the implementation of roadmapping in digital startups. since
the diffusion of the Agile Manifesto and the large recognition
of the benefits from agile methods, the imperative of being
“agile” spread over almost every innovation-related activity
and field of research (Ries, 2017; Denning, 2018). This
impacted directly in several fields and not only in the
software industry, using the idea of hybrid models, which
mix agile and traditional practices. According to Phaal et al.
(2013) and Oliveira et al. (2012), the workshop approaches
recommended in the application of roadmapping can
consume many resources of digital startups. As an example,
Kerr & Phaal (2020) and Kerr et al. (2019) cite that the
demand for structured workshops and support from external
specialists, generally, demands many hours of work, which
demands a lot of effort and resources for digital startups.
As a result, the workshop approach is not yet adapted
enough for digital startups in early stage. In addition, with
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the fast changes that digital startups have and the application
of agile, many entrepreneurs do not usually get involved in
processes that do not offer immediate learning. Carlos et al.
(2018) and Gerdsri et al. (2009) mentions that becoming
the roadmapping a continuous and living process in the
organizational routine, instead of a stand-alone application,
tends to be even harder for these organizations, due to the
fact that roadmapping is a process that requires time and
effort. Startups usually require practical methods to help the
business development. Finally, roadmapping is a process
that is usually done on a paper-based apparatus, which
makes it difficult to update as many events (as in the case
of agile environments) occur with greater speed (Lee &
Park, 2005). Therefore, the roadmapping application in
these environments is still not widespread.

3. Methodology
3.1. Case study
Case studies may be applied to study variables that are
not yet fully known and phenomena that are not completely
understood. Their results may yield novel perspectives and
generate relevant new theories (Voss et al., 2002). These
authors have also pointed out that multiple case studies may
be useful to reduce biases in specific features of single cases.
Following the purpose by Voss et al. (2002), as described
above, the present study considered:
• Phenomenon: the implementation of roadmapping
on digital startup;
• Variables: the limiting factors to this implementation;
• Results: factors that had influence on the success or
failure of applying the method;
• Context: startups in the information technology
sector.
A case study may be deemed an appropriate method
for our purpose in this paper, given a lack of studies on the
limiting factors of roadmapping implementations as well as
sparse evidence demonstrating successful implementation
and perpetuation of this process in small organizations.
Semi-structured interviews were carried out to gather
data in three startups to understand how roadmapping
was applied in their environment. Each interview lasted
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about 45 minutes and was done with those in charge of
applying roadmapping, namely chief executive officers
(CEOs) and chief technology officers (CTOs). The interviews
were recorded using the ifree skype recorder® software and
then transcribed to facilitate analysis.
To strengthen this case study, methodological features
from Event Structure Analysis (ESA) (Heise & Durig,
1997; Freitas, 2014) were used. First, the preparation of
semi-structured questionnaires had a focus on obtaining
verbs (events) from the respondents, highlighting both
the temporal logics and the sequence agent -> event ->
effect. Second, the analysis of data took careful attention
to temporal logic and the chain of actions (verbs) through
the narratives of success or failure of the implementation
of Roadmapping efforts. Considering that an event on
ESA analysis is represented by a verb on the interviewee’s
speech, it was possible to identify relevant events
(actions, in other words) that led the study to the striking
factors of roadmapping’s application. For that, it was
necessary to compare the three startups practice to the
theory basis.

4. Results and discussion
4.1. Contextualization of the cases
The study was carried out with three digital startups,
inserted in an agile environment, which brought interesting
perspectives regarding roadmapping and its application.
Startup S is a technology startup, with a BusinessTo-Business (B2B) business model, whose product is a
CRM system for complex sales control, monitoring, and
management. Acting in the Software as a Service (SaaS)
format, its development started in November 2015 and, in
the first quarter of 2017, started as sales. Having studied and
perceived value in the methodology while still in college,
the CEO of Startup S applied the roadmapping in three
different moments, with the implementation of the method
only lasting for the third time.
Startup M has a Business to Consumer (B2C) business
model. Created in 2016, in addition to being a channel
for promoting third-party products, it offers a digital
platform to offer personal stylist services in a democratic
and accessible way. The CEO of startup M, even without
knowledge of the methodology and time to dedicate to
studying it better, tried to apply the roadmapping twice
but failed in both attempts.
Operating in both B2B and Business-To-Business-ToConsumer (B2B2C), startup B’s product is a platform, in
the SaaS format, which can be considered a real estate
marketplace. Like startup M, the CTO, responsible for
implementing roadmapping, also had no knowledge of the
methodology, was at a stage of many rapid changes, and was
unsuccessful in attempting to apply roadmapping.
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4.2. Analysis of the questionnaire results
Data analysis led to evaluations on a review of the
literature. Considering the agile environment in which
the three startups were in, four factors stood out in the
interviews about the roadmapping’s application: lack of
theoretical knowledge, the specific moment of the startup
in its life cycle, team involvement with roadmapping and
methods associated with roadmapping.
The first factor, lack of theoretical knowledge, was
revealed by the logic analysis. If the person has not studied
the method, by logic he will not know the right steps to
follow on the application, leading to the application failure.
Also, it was clear from the “relevant events” analysis that
only one interviewee (startup S’s CEO) actually studied the
method more profoundly.
By that, it was possible to consider the lack of knowledge
a potential striking factor for the successful method’s
application.
The second factor is about the specific moment of the
startup in its life cycle. Roadmapping is a process that
requires time and effort, for example, holding structured
workshops, supporting external specialists and involving
people from different organizational functions and
hierarchical levels, as approached by Oliveira et al. (2012).
In additional to the high volume of uncertainty, information
asymmetry, technical and managerial complexity in business
development, limited resource and intense changes in a few
months, characteristic of agile environments, in the initial
stages, startups do not have a defined business model, they
are still validating the product in the market, developing
process with, generally, a lean team, making time an even
scarcer resources (Ries, 2011). When startups reach more
advanced stages, these problems diminish and, following
a planning-based approach, such as roadmapping, can
be critical in some cases.Considering these factors and
the interviewees’s experiences, it is observed that the
roadmapping implementation in early life stages of startups
has a great chance of being inefficient and flawed.
The third factor, team involvement with roadmapping,
as approached by Oliveira et al. (2012), mentions that
the main resource for roadmapping application is human,
which includes the coordination team (process owner and
the facilitators) and the execution team (people involved
in the roadmapping development). The authors advise to
include people from different areas in the organization to
offer different perspectives on decision making. For digital
startups, human resources are usually scarce due to the
high level of uncertainties that these companies have and
the scenario of intense changes every few months. In the
interviews, the success of startup S’s application was
clearly influenced by the team involvement, as suggested
by Oliveira et al. (2012).
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The fourth factor, methods associated with roadmapping,
was approached by Carlos et al. (2018), as shown in 2.2.
The three digital startups made the roadmapping integration
to other methods. However, the two startups that had any
previous knowledge of the roadmapping theoretical basis,
did not succeed in applying it with other methods. Besides
that, startup S’s CEO, which studied the method more
deeply, succeeded in associating roadmapping to other
methods. Following that logic in the three cases analysis,
it was possible to see the connection between two factors
on the roadmapping application: the previous knowledge is
relevant to associate roadmapping to other methods. This
association, therefore, is essential considering the digital
startups agile environment.
The four factors mentioned are described in greater
detail below.

4.2.1. Lack of theoretical knowledge
Interviews revealed that prior knowledge of theory,
especially the roadmapping implementation processes
(besides the roadmap itself), increases the success rate of the
method. Agile environments count with fast-changing and
with very scarce resources, not only financial, but also human
and time. That is why entrepreneurs focus their efforts on
actions that generate immediate and evident results in their
business. Although, the lack of such knowledge increases
the chance of the method’s implementation failure.
The CEO of startup M pointed out that poor knowledge
about the method resulted from lack of time dedicated to
study the roadmapping implementation. Two mentors of
an acceleration process had arbitrarily chosen the method;
they had not been able to demonstrate sufficient value to
make roadmapping a priority for the CEO we interviewed.
She understood it was just a requirement of the acceleration
program. Thus, with no planning and in a single meeting,
this CEO decided to apply the method by drawing the map
without involving other team members. Such views emerge
from the interviews: “In fact, I regret not having applied
the method more thoroughly” and “my fault was not having
studied roadmapping in depth.”
A similar scenario emerged in the interview at startup
B. Its CTO thought roadmapping was a bureaucratic method
focused on documentation rather than a collective/visual
strategy. He also thought that, in the context of the dynamic
environment they worked in, roadmapping was a waste of
time and “would reduce productivity by at least 30%.” This
interview showed that the interviewee had only superficial
knowledge about roadmapping theory and poor perception
of the challenges he could really approach by using this
approach.
The interview with the CEO of startup S revealed a
different reality. He mentioned having studied roadmapping
during his undergraduate course, became interested
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and had opportunities at the time to witness successful
implementations of this method. He thus perceived its
value in dealing with the challenges his startup faced.
He perceived value in roadmapping such as the benefits of
joint decision-making. There was also more commitment
from those involved in the process which, according to this
interviewee, made a difference compared to other planning
tools in which only a single team member would propose
team actions. He also stated that roadmapping helped with
the “careful communication with investors” as he built the
startup.
Meeting involving the entire team, workshops and
method adaptations happened only as startup S, including
generating a map in PowerPoint, using google drive to share
information and integrating with SCRUM, which were done
to “keep the method alive”, according to the interviewee.
Thus, prior knowledge of the method was important, as
roadmapping was not discontinued and was subsequently
used throughout the four years of the startup’s existence.

4.2.2. The specific moment of the startup in its life cycle
At startup S, the interviewee argued that applying
roadmapping in early stages of startup maturity was not the
best option, given the scenario of intense changes every few
months, characteristic of the agile environment in which the
three analyzed startups are. He based this opinion on the fact
that roadmapping application was tried three times in his
startup, two of which in stages of lower corporate maturity.
In these moments, roadmapping was discontinued because
of fast startup growth, involving changes in strategy and the
business model. The third time roadmapping was applied
successfully, when the startup was more mature, with
greater efficiency attained by connecting it with SCRUM (as
will be described below). The interviewee gave a positive
perspective of roadmapping.
At startup M, roadmapping was applied in two different
moments, at a less mature step of the startup, which at the
time was undergoing significant changes, mostly of its
developing business model.
These initial trials were the basis of startup S’s perception
that roadmapping was less efficient when applied during
early stages of startup development.

4.2.3. Team involvement on the roadmapping
implementation
Startup M’s interviewee considered roadmapping a
good method if there was someone exclusively in charge
of it. She also argued that branched roadmaps, rather than
a general roadmap, made more sense in the context of their
business strategy. This view emerged from unsuccessful
implementations of roadmapping, even with support from
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the CTO. Workshops for implementing this method were
not undertaken.
The CEO of startup S stated that success was achieved
because he held prior meetings with investors, directors and
commercial and product teams to align expectations, to set
goals jointly and to detail these goals in roadmap layers. This
CEO argues that the key point for maintaining roadmapping
was adopting a roadmapping management routine involving
all team members along the checkpoints of the acceleration
program and thereafter every fifteen days.
The CTO of startup B oversaw roadmapping. He held
weekly meetings for problem-solving, although such
meetings varied according to demand. During the interview,
this CTO described the strategy map, which he understood
as being roadmapping, as an approach to deal with specific
needs, rather than long-term planning. Thus, he interpreted
the roadmapping as nothing more than a list of tasks.
Although the participant was sure about the roadmapping
use, it was clear in his interview that actually he did not
understand the method concept. Therefore, the method’s
application didn’t exist at first.
Digital startups are subject to many changes and often
fail to have a well defined routine in their daily lives. This
occurs due to the environment in which they are, which
requires fast changes and an agile routine to develop. This
agility requires big demand for the entire time, making
human resources scarce. The team needs to comply with
the backlog order of priority. Tasks with immediate results
that have a direct influence on the startup’s survival end
up being a priority. Therefore, the method application
such as roadmapping, which requires time, efforts, routine
and study, may not include all team members. Thus,
observing the cases studied, if there is no person dedicated
to the application of the method, the implementation of
roadmapping is compromised, given that it does not fit
with the agile routine demanded by the digital startup team.

4.2.4. Methods associated to roadmapping
The interviewee of startup M stated that no adaptations
were made to roadmapping, which was applied in its
classical format. During the interview, it became clear
that roadmapping was associated with the buyer’s journey,
given the company’s focus on developing its sales funnel.
Furthermore, roadmapping was associated with financial
data to understand customer acquisition costs.
Startup S approached roadmapping efficiently. Hurdles
against continuous implementation of the method resulted
from difficulties in running workshops in the context of
the company. Team members chose to study the method’s
integration to other tools to adapt the implementation to
the startup’s reality. SCRUM was used with roadmapping,
which increased applicability and adherence to the
routines. The startup’s CEO also detailed the progress of
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the roadmapping process during its implementation, where
efficiency increased as the process adapted and because of
its connection with SCRUM. In this case, more accuracy
was gained from roadmapping.
As mentioned above in the topic startup structure,
there was no evidence that the CTO of startup B applied
roadmapping, although mentioned otherwise. He undertook
product development by using a strategic map detailed in
cards of the Trello app rather than following the classical
or adapted roadmapping structure. Kanban was also used
continuously and was associated indirectly with tasks on
the strategic map.
Due to the agile environment of startups, the application
of roadmapping associated with the other agile methods
or that are part of the company’s routine can contribute to
the continuous application of the method. This association
between methods that are already known by digital startups
can be fundamental for the roadmapping application in
these companies.

4.3. Discussion of results
Lack of theoretical knowledge about roadmapping
was a relevant factor for discontinuing it in startups
M and B and for not perceiving its value. On the other
hand, startup S’s interviewee had knowledge about the
theoretical underpinnings of roadmapping and understood
the organizational challenges which roadmapping could
potentially address. This perspective was a key factor for
successful implementation of roadmapping at this company.
A common opinion emerged with regards to the specific
moment of the startup in its life cycle. The three interviewees
reported that roadmapping was not efficient when applied in
the early phases of startups because of the highly variable
conditions in such phases. With startups undergoing several
changes and having urgent demands inherent in the initial
phase, the application of roadmapping as the literature
exposes is difficult to be applied by the entrepreneurs.
As a result, they comment on the challenge of applying
roadmapping that is reliable and simple in a startup.
A digital startup’s maturity level may be an important
factor when planning to implement roadmapping.
A conflict, however, was seen; on the one hand, investors
and accelerators demand methods such as roadmapping
in early stage startups as was the case with startups S and
M, while on the other hand, entrepreneurs realized that its
implementation during those early stages was inefficient.
Team involvement was also relevant for implementing
roadmapping. In all three cases, strategic members were in
charge of implementing roadmapping. However, effective
team involvement was only possible in startup S. In startups
M and B, team involvement was poor, which negatively
affected roadmapping implementation.
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The roadmapping method was adapted locally only at
startup S, underlining the importance of this choice. In the
three digital startups, roadmapping was associated with other
tools already present in their daily routines, highlighting
the still unexplored potential for applying roadmapping
as a structuring framework for other management tools
(Freitas et al., 2017).

5. Conclusion
The analysis of three cases to understand factors affecting
implementation of roadmapping revealed four main factors:
lack of theoretical knowledge, the specific moment of the
startup in its life cycle, team involvement with roadmapping
and methods associated with roadmapping.
Factors that led to failed implementation of roadmapping,
as perceived in startups M and B, have an underlying cause,
namely poor knowledge of the method’s theory. In these
cases, inappropriate adaptation of the method resulted in
not overcoming hurdles such as a lean structure or early
startup stages. Thus, the challenge of applying roadmapping
in digital startups is to provide a theory about roadmapping
that is both reliable, simple, and fast, as entrepreneurs
demand in agile environments. There are, however,
difficulties in finding a description of theory that meets
these requirements, which discourages widespread use of
roadmapping in digital startups. Furthermore, most of the
well-described descriptions of roadmapping theory are
found in academic portals, which entrepreneurs generally
ignore, making dissemination of this approach harder among
digital entrepreneurship.
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